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Abstract—Our work in this paper stems from our insight
that, recent research efforts on open vehicle routing (OVR)
problems, an active area in operations research, are based
on similar assumptions and constraints compared to sensor
networks. Therefore, it may be feasible that we could adapt these
techniques in such a way that they will provide valuable solutions
to certain tricky problems in the WSN domain. To demonstrate
that this approach is feasible, we develop one data collection
protocol called EDAL, which stands for Energy-efficient Delayaware Lifetime-balancing data collection. The algorithm design of
EDAL leverages one result from OVR to prove that the problem
formulation is inherently NP-hard. Therefore, we proposed both
a centralized heuristic to reduce its computational overhead, and
a distributed heuristic to make the algorithm scalable for large
scale network operations. We also develop EDAL to be closely
integrated with compressive sensing, an emerging technique
that promises considerable reduction in total traffic cost for
collecting sensor readings under loose delay bounds. Finally,
we systematically evaluate EDAL to compare its performance
to related protocols in both simulations and a hardware testbed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have
emerged as a new category of networking systems with
limited computing, communication, and storage resources.
A WSN consists of nodes deployed to sense physical or
environmental conditions for a wide range of applications,
such as environment monitoring [1], scientific observation [2],
emergency detection [3], field surveillance [4], and structure
monitoring [5]. In these applications, prolonging the lifetime
of WSN and guaranteeing packet delivery delays are critical
for achieving acceptable quality of service.
Many sensing applications share in common that their
source nodes deliver packets to sink nodes via multiple hops,
leading to the problem on how to find routes that enable
all packets to be delivered in required time frames, while
simultaneously taking into account factors such as energy
efficiency and load balancing. Many previous research efforts
have tried to achieve trade-offs in terms of delay, energy cost,
and load balancing for such data collection tasks [6], [7]. Our
key motivation for this work stems from the insight that, recent
research efforts on open vehicle routing (OVR) problems
are usually based on similar assumptions and constraints

compared to sensor networks [8], [9], [10]. Specifically, in
OVR research on goods transportation, the objective is to
spread the goods to customers in finite time with the minimal
amount of transportation cost. One may wonder, naturally, if
we treat packet delays as delivery time of goods, and energy
cost as delivery cost of goods, it may be possible to exploit
research results in one domain to stimulate the other.
Motivated by this observation, our work in this paper
develops EDAL, an Energy-efficient Delay-Aware Lifetimebalancing data collection protocol. Specifically, EDAL is formulated by treating energy cost in transmitting packets in
WSNs in a similar way as delivery cost of goods in OVR,
and by treating packet latencies similar to delivery deadlines.
We then prove that the problem addressed by EDAL is NPhard. To reduce its computational overhead, we introduce
both a centralized meta-heuristic based on tabu search [11],
and a distributed heuristic based on ant colony gossiping, to
obtain approximate solutions. Our algorithm designs also take
into account load balancing of individual nodes to maximize
the system lifetime. Finally, we integrate our algorithm with
compressive sensing, which helps reduce the amount of traffic
generated in the network. We evaluate both approaches using
large-scale simulations with NS-3 [12] as well as a small-scale
hardware testbed, and present the evaluation results.
As an extension to our conference paper [13], which
only considered the case of homogeneous sensor network
deployments, as reflected by its evaluation that focused on
delay and energy efficiency, in this article, we systematically
address the very different research challenges of heterogeneous
sensor networks to significantly strengthen our design. More
specifically, our major contributions in this journal paper are
as follows:
• We extend the data collection protocol called EDAL [13],
which employs the techniques developed for OVR in
operations research to find the minimum cost routes to
deliver packets within their deadlines, to a more comprehensive and general version in the context of heterogeneous networks. The problem formulation is proven to be
NP-hard.
• We modified the algorithm design for both the Tabu
Search in our centralized heuristic and the status gos-
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siping component in the distributed heuristic to not only
make them suitable for heterogeneous sensor networks,
but also improve their performance and stability in actual
deployments.
• We consider the challenge brought by sparse event detection, and add a systematic set of experiments for
understanding and evaluating the compressive sensing
reconstruction errors under different compression rate,
data sparsity, and the number of source nodes.
• Besides the simulations in a sensor network with heterogeneous nodes, we also evaluate the performance of
the proposed protocols on the IRIS sensor nodes to
demonstrate its advantages.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II includes the background about open vehicle routing
problem, compressive sensing, and other related works. Section III describes the details about the centralized heuristic and
the distributed heuristic. The simulation results on NS-3 [12]
as well as comparisons with baseline protocols are presented
in section IV. Section V shows the comparative results on a
small scale hardware testbed. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe the background knowledge on
both the vehicle routing problems and compressive sensing.
A. Vehicle Routing Problems
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) [8] is a well-known
NP-hard problem in operational research. VRP finds routes
between a depot and customers with given demands so that
the transportation cost is minimized with the involvement of
the minimal number of vehicles, while satisfying capacity
constraints. With additional constraints, VRP can be further
extended to solve different problems, where one of the most
important is the vehicle routing problem with time windows
(VRPTW) [9]. This problem occurs frequently in the distribution of goods and services, where an unlimited number
of identical vehicles with predefined capacity serve a set of
customers with demands of different time intervals (time windows). VRPTW tries to minimize the total transportation cost
through the minimum number of vehicles, without violating
any timing constraints in delivering goods. If vehicles are not
required to return back to the depot, and if the time windows
are replaced by deadlines, VRPTW can be further extended to
the open vehicle routing problem with time deadlines (OVRPTD) [10].
As an NP-hard problem, OVRP-TD has inspired many
heuristics. Ozyurt et al. [10] proposed the nearest insertion
method, where the farthest node is chosen first to be connected
with a route. Then, repeatedly, each selected node chooses the
nearest neighbor that has not been assigned a route so far, and
connects itself to this neighbor. This procedure repeats until all
customers are connected by routes. Solomon [14] developed
the push forward insertion heuristic (PFIH), which repeatedly
selects the customer with the lowest additional insertion cost
as the next node, until all customers are connected. Once

initial routes have been found, various algorithms [15], [16],
[17], [10] are developed to generate near optimal solutions
based on simulated annealing [18], tabu search [11], or genetic
programming [19].
B. Compressive Sensing
Once routes have been found using EDAL, we further refine
the data collection efficiency through an emerging technique
called compressive sensing (CS). CS is a technique through
which data is compressed during their transmission to a
given destination, by exploiting the fact that most sensors
may not always have valid data to report when they sample
the environment [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
especially for nodes deployed in stable environments with rare
and infrequent events to be detected.
CS works as follows. Consider the case that there are N
nodes generating N segments of data. Such data is K-sparse,
meaning only K of them are non-zero. We can compress
these N pieces of data into M pieces through a linear
transformation, such as Equation 1, to reduce the number of
packets, where K < M  N . Formally we have:
y = Φx

(1)

where y is a M × 1 column vector, Φ is a M × N matrix, and
x is a N × 1 column vector. As M  N , recovering x from y
is an ill-posed problem. However, as long as M ≥ K log N ,
x can be accurately reconstructed with very high probability
through l1 − norm minimization [28].
Because CS promises improved energy efficiency and lifetime balancing properties [22], data gathering protocols have
been proposed to exploit CS for better performance. Xiang et
al. [29] proposed a new data aggregation technique derived
from CS to minimize the total energy consumption through
joint routing and compressed aggregation. Mehrjoo et al. [30]
employed compressive sensing and particle swarm optimization algorithms to build up data aggregation trees and decrease
communication rate. These two methods are different from
EDAL in that they require all nodes to contribute sensing data
during the data collection phase. On the other hand, Wang et
al. [31] proposed random routing methods based on different
network topologies to collect data from a subset of nodes,
which is a similar application scenario as EDAL. However,
EDAL achieves better energy efficiency because it optimizes
the number of constructed routes such that the total number
of packets is decreased. We further compare the performance
of EDAL with that reported in [31] in the evaluation section
to show that a better gain in energy efficiency is achieved because it exploits the topological requirements of compressive
sensing.
III. EDAL A LGORITHM D ESIGN
In this section, we propose the EDAL algorithm. First, we
describe the problem model, and how we can convert existing
approaches in OVR research to sensor networks. Next, given
that this problem is NP-complete, we develop both centralized
and distributed heuristics for obtaining approximate solutions.
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A. Problem Model
Our formulation of the problem follows a similar approach
with those in the literature. We assume that there are N
heterogeneous sensor nodes deployed, which are modeled by
a connectivity graph of G = (V, E), where E represents
wireless links between nodes. For different types of nodes,
the radio bandwidth and transmission power are different. All
links are assumed to be directional, and each is associated with
a metric q representing its link quality. To perform sensing
tasks, there are M nodes selected as sources. All packets
must be sent to the sink within the required deadline, where
different types of nodes have their own deadline requirements.
The objective function of the delivery tasks is that all packets
need to be delivered with the minimum total cost. The lifetime
of a node is defined as the time for it to deplete its energy. A
list of these definitions is shown in the Table I.
N
M
E
K
L
Emax,s
Ts
tpi
pki
Pkp
ptkp
lij
qij
cij
tij
ei
li
dr
t

Total number of nodes
Total number of source nodes
Total number of links
Total number of routes
Maximum level of node energy
Total energy of node in type s
The transmission power of node in type s
The node type of node i
The ith node on path k
The pth packet transmitting on path k
The packet type of the pth packet transmitting on
path k
The link connecting node i and j
The link quality of the link lij
The weight of the link lij
The time for transmitting a packet over lij
The current remaining energy of node i
The current energy level of node i
The delay requirement of packet in type r
The processing time on node i
TABLE I
N OTATIONS OF EDAL

Based on these notations, for each link lij ∈ E and each
route k, we define xijk as
(
1, if route k contains link lij
xijk =
(2)
0, otherwise
Next we initialize cij for links with appropriate values. If the
link quality is poor, then the link cost should be proportionally
higher. On the other hand, to meet our goal of lifetime
balancing, it is appropriate to assign a higher weight to those
links connecting nodes with less remaining energy, so that
they will be less frequently selected by the algorithm during
execution. Finally, those nodes that consume more energy for
transmitting packets are less likely to be selected. Based on
this intuition, we develop the following formula to assign cij
with proper values:

cij =
where:

L − min li , lj
× Ttpi × tij
qij × qji

li = L ×

ei

(3)


(4)

Emax,tpi

where Equation 4 defines a step equation for computing
the remaining energy level of node i. The ceiling value is
computed to differentiate between complete energy depletion
and near-complete energy depletion. Together, Equations 3 and
4 ensure that those nodes with less remaining energy, poor
communication links, or more transition energy will have a
lower chance of being selected as forwarders.
We now formulate our optimization objective, i.e., delivering all packets to the destination under the constraint that no
packet deadline is violated, as follows:
XXX
min
cij xijk s.t.,
(5)
k∈K i∈N j∈N

X

x0jk = 1,

∀k ∈ K,

(6)

j∈N

X
i∈N

xihk −

X

xhjk = 0,

∀h ∈ (N − {pk1 }), ∀k ∈ K, (7)

j∈N

X
i∈pk ,j∈pk

t+

tij
< ∀p∈Pk dptkp ,
qij

∀k ∈ K.

(8)

where the objective function 5 minimizes the total communication cost (if two approaches lead to the same cost, the one
with lower number of participation nodes should be chosen),
and the constraints 6, 7, and 8 ensure that 1) all routes must
end at the sink; 2) the number of routes joining into a node
should be the same as the number of routes leaving from it,
unless the node is the first or the last of a route; and 3) the
time for the packets being transmitted on the routes should
not violate packet delay requirements.
B. Complexity Analysis
In this section, we prove that the aforementioned formulation is NP-hard.
Theorem 3.1: The problem of finding the minimum cost
routes to deliver packets within their deadlines, as defined in
the previous section, is NP-hard.
Proof: To prove this fact, we need to select a known NPhard problem, and show that in polynomial steps, it can be
reduced to our problem. The particular NP-hard problem we
select is the open vehicle routing problem with time deadlines
(OVRP-TD) [10], which is a variant of vehicle routing problem
with time windows (VRPTW) [9]. This problem aims to find
the least cost routes from one point to a set of scattered points,
and has been proven as NP-hard. Formally, this problem is
defined as follows: given a graph G = (V, E) with n + 1
vertices V and a set of edges E. Let V contain 1 depot node
and n customer nodes that need to be served within specified
time windows. Each edge in E has a nonnegative weight, dij ,
and a travel time, trij . Specifically, trij includes the service
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time on node i, which we denote as tsi , and the transportation
time from node i to node j, which we denote as tlij . The
objective is to minimize the total travel cost with the smallest
number of routes.
We now show that OVRP-TD can be reduced to our
problem within polynomial steps. The graph G in OVRP-TD
can be easily transformed to a corresponding sensor network
topology by representing vertices with sensor nodes. The depot
corresponds to the sink node, and the customers correspond to
the source nodes. The cost of the edges, dij , is a little tricky to
handle. Specifically, we need to solve equation 3 by adjusting
the values of li , lj , or the link quality q properly. On the other
hand, however, the link quality q is actually determined since
it is related to the transmission time from i to j. That is, given
tlij as a known parameter in the OVRP-TD formulation, we
can obtain the appropriate value of q by enforcing that tij /qij
(in WSN formulation) = tlij (in OVRP-TD formulation). Recall that tij is the minimum transmission time of a packet over
link lij . When links are unreliable, multiple transmissions are
needed to ensure reliable delivery. Because each transmission
is independent, the expected number of transmission rounds is
1/qij . Therefore, the total transmission time is tij /qij . Since
tij is a fixed parameter depending on the radio hardware and
bandwidth, we can decide appropriate qij for each link from
tlij . After that, we are able to obtain the appropriate li (j)
values according to equation 3.
The remaining formulation is straightforward. The nonnegative transportation cost of each edge in E represents the cost of
path connecting two source nodes with the edge. The path cost
is computed based on the minimum remaining energy of the
adjacent nodes. The time window for each customer is (ts , td ),
where ts is the start time of the window, and td is the end of
the time window. If we set ts = pi , and td = pi + d, where
pi is the start time of the ith period, and d is the packet delay
constraint, then the time window in OVRP-TD is transformed
to delay bounds in the WSN domain. In this way, we have
transformed OVRP-TD to a special case of EDAL problem
formulation in polynomial time. Given that OVRP-TD is NPhard, the problem defined by EDAL must also be NP-hard.

C. Centralized Heuristics
Given that we have proven the problem of data collection
with deadline constraints as NP-hard, we now present heuristic
solutions to reduce its computational overhead. In this section,
we propose a centralized meta-heuristic that employs tabu
search [11] to find approximate solutions. We assume that M
nodes have been selected as sources at the beginning of each
data collection period. The heuristic algorithm consists of two
phases: route construction, which finds an initial feasible route
solution, and route optimization, which improves the initial
results using the tabu-search optimization technique.
In the route construction phase of this algorithm, we present
a heuristic algorithm based on the revised push forward insertion (RPFIH) method, as shown in Algorithm 1. The original
push forward insertion algorithm was proposed by [14], and
we modify it to fit the needs of wireless sensor network. At

Algorithm 1 Heuristic Algorithm based on Revised Push
Forward Insertion
Input: Topology graph G, the source node set S, the deadline
set D, the remaining time of packets RT , and the sink
node t
Output: A set of routes R with the minimum cost
1: Set candidate list L = ∅ and R = ∅
2: Calculate the minimum path cost of all source nodes si ∈
S to the sink t using the Dijkstra’s algorithm
3: Put all nodes in the source set S into the candidate list L
4: Find the node snew that has the maximum path cost to the
sink from L, and assign the global variable sm = snew
5: while L 6= ∅ do
6:
Remove the node snew from L
7:
Assign the remaining time of packet generated by snew
based on the packet type and D, and append the value
into RT
8:
for all node si ∈ L do
9:
Compute the incremental delay dincr
=
D ELAY(snew , si ) + D ELAY(si , t)
10:
Compute the insertion cost as PATH C OST(snew , si )+
PATH C OST(si , t)
11:
If the insertion cost is the lowest, and the delay
dincr ≤ min∀RTi ∈RT RTi , pick si as snew
12:
for all remaining time RTi ∈ RT do
13:
RTi = RTi − D ELAY(snew , si )
14:
end for
15:
end for
16:
if No candidate snew is found then
17:
Put the currently found route into R
18:
Start a new route construction procedure
19:
Clear RT
20:
end if
21: end while
22: Return R as the output

the beginning of RPFIH, for each node, the minimum cost
path to the sink is found. RPFIH then finds the node that
has the largest path cost to the sink, and incrementally selects
candidate nodes with the lowest additional insertion cost. For
each candidate node, RPFIH also checks its feasibility by
making sure that the overall delay requirement is met. If no
candidate node can guarantee the delay, RPFIH initializes a
new route with the node that has the largest path cost to the
sink in the remaining sources, and repeats this process until all
sources are connected with the sink. Finally, RPFIH generates
a set of found routes as the final output.
We now analyze the time complexity of RPFIH. As the
Dijkstra’s algorithm is used, it takes O(E log N ) time to find
a minimum weight path between two nodes. In RPFIH, a
maximum number of (M −1)×M
paths between source nodes
2
need to be computed. Therefore, the overall time complexity
is O(M 2 E log N ).
Next, we demonstrate the following result concerning the
approximation ratio of RPFIH.
Theorem 3.2: RPFIH
is
a
polynominal-time
2approximation algorithm for the VRPTW.
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Proof: We have already shown that RPFIH is
a polynominal-time algorithm with time complexity as
O(M 2 E log N ). Let R∗ denote the optimal routes for the
given set of source nodes, and R denote the routes generated
by RPFIH. When the delay bound is very tight, each source
node must follow the minimum cost shortest path toward the
destination. In that case, we can expect that approximately
R∗ ≈ R, and C(R∗ ) ≈ C(R), where C represents the total
cost of the routes.
On the other hand, if the delay bound is very loose, VRPTW
is equivalent to VRP. Furthermore, if the vehicle capacity is
not restricted, the lower bound on the cost of an optimal route
is the weight of the minimum spanning tree T [32] of source
nodes, where C(T ) ≤ C(R∗ ). On the other hand, in the worst
case, we can observe that R becomes a pre-order tree walking
of T, while the insertion cost of nodes are ordered in the
pre-order tree walking sequence, as shown in Figure 1. Since
a full walk W will travel through every edge of T exactly
twice, we know that C(W ) = 2C(T ) ≤ 2C(R∗ ). As R is
a route that is equal to W where the last link is deleted,
we have C(R) ≤ C(W ) ≤ 2C(R∗ ). Hence, RPIFH is a 2approximation algorithm.
Algorithm 2 The Centralized Heuristic Algorithm in EDAL
Input: The list of routes R from RPFI
Output: A list of optimized routes OR
1: Initialize Tabu move list M L = ∅ and candidate list CL =
{R}
2: while Total number of steps is less than M : do
3:
Perform λ-interchange LSD based intensification on
each route in CL
4:
if A better route is found: then
5:
Record the partial solution into R
6:
else
7:
Perform λ-interchange LSD based diversification on
each route in CL
8:
end if
9: end while
10: Output the best solution found so far in R
While RPFI generates a list of routes, they are by no means
optimal in the sense of the overall cost and delay. We next
optimize the initial solution using tabu search. Tabu search is
a popular memory-based search strategy for guiding search
beyond locally optimal points. Specifically, tabu search keeps
the following data structures:
•

Tabu move list M L: this is a queue with fixed size to keep

the recent moves, so that problems such as repetition and
cycling can be avoided.
• Candidate list CL: this is another list that stores the best
solutions found so far by the search process, ranked by
their total route cost.
• Maximum number of iterations M : this is a parameter
defined to guarantee the termination of iterations.
In our tabu search implementation, we adopt the λinterchange local search descent (LSD) method, which uses
a systematic insertion and swapping of nodes between routes
to produce mutations of the current solution. Up to λ nodes
can be exchanged. For example, if λ = 2, a total of eight
interchange operations are possible, including (0, 1), (1, 0),
(1, 1), (0, 2), (2, 0), (1, 2), (2, 1) and (2, 2), where (i, j) means
to choose i nodes in route r1 and swap it with j nodes in
route r2 , while r1 and r2 may not necessarily be different.
The tabu search exploits LSD in two steps: intensification and
diversification. In intensification, the algorithm implements the
2-interchange LSD procedure on each route individually to
find the best potential order of nodes. The diversification step
enables the algorithm to search out of the local optimum by
making random 2-interchange operations between routes so
that better routes that are combinations of the original ones
can be found. The detailed steps of this algorithm are shown
in Algorithm 2.
D. Distributed Heuristics
One problem with the centralized heuristic algorithm we
have developed in EDAL is that it requires information to be
collected from each node to a centralized one. In distributed
sensor networks, this step will typically incur additional overhead. Therefore, it is usually desirable to distribute the algorithm computation into individual nodes. In this section, we
develop a distributed heuristics algorithm for EDAL, where at
the beginning of each period, each source node independently
chooses the most energy-efficient route to forward packets.
Our developed algorithm is based on the ant colony optimization [33] and geographic forwarding. It consists of two
phases: status gossiping and route construction. In the status
gossiping phase, each source node sends forward ants spreading its current status, including its remaining energy level,
toward its neighbor source nodes within H hops. Meanwhile,
the status data of nearby nodes is collected by each source
node with the received backward ants. During the gossip
phase, the ants are forwarded with a modified geographic
forwarding routing protocol, which chooses the node with
the maximum remaining energy while making geographical
progress towards the destination as the next hop. Once a node
collects status information of all its nearby sources, it enters
the route construction phase, and runs RPFIH distributedly
based on collected nearby neighbor status, and the estimation
of node status outside the immediate neighborhood. The
overall algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
More specifically, the algorithm works as follows. At the
beginning of each period, each source node predicts which
nearby nodes to be the source nodes, based on the given
random seed for each nearby node. Then the node generates
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Algorithm 3 The Ant Colony Based Gossiping Algorithm
Input: Topology graph G, the source node s, the nearby
source node set Ss
Output: s spread its status to nearby neighbors, and collects
status of nearby neighbors
1: for all si ∈ Ss do
2:
s generates a forward ant to si , where the ant holds a
tuple as < source, destination, intermediaten ode >,
where
intermediaten ode
is
a
tuple
<
ID, role, energyl evel >
3: end for
4: if Node n ∈
/ Ss receive the forward ant a then
5:
n generates an intermediate node tuple in, and saves
in into the payload of a
6:
n forward a with the modified geographic forwarding
routing protocol
7: end if
8: if Two forward ants from source nodes si and sj meet at
node n ∈
/ S then
9:
Ants exchange information
10:
n generates backward ants towards si and sj
11: else if Node n ∈ Ss then
12:
n generates backward ants towards s
13: else
14:
n picks snew ∈ Sn , where D ISTANCE(snew , s) >
D ISTANCE(n, s)
15:
Repeat the process, until a source node is found
16: end if
17: if A backward ant travels to a node n then
18:
n updates neighbor status with backward ant payload
19: end if

forward ants (an ant is represented as one or more packets)
targeting at each of its nearby source nodes. The role of the
forward ant is that it explores the path and collects information
along the travel, and the role of the backward ant is that it
travels back to the source node and informs their pass-by nodes
to update their knowledge with the collected information.
When a relay node gets a forward ant, it selects the neighbor
node with the most remaining energy to make progress to the
destination as the next hop, and sends the ant out. The forward
ant collects the information of the status and remaining energy
level of each encountered node along the path. The backward
ant is released under one of three cases: first, the forward ant
meets another ant sent from other source nodes, where they
exchange information with each other immediately; second,
the initial target of the ant has been reached, and it is found
to be a source node; third, the initial target is reached, but it is
not a source node. Instead, a newly picked one along the path
is. In each of these cases, the backward ant will be sent along
the traveled path of the forward ant, and each node along the
path will be updated with the collected information carried
by the backward ant. With ant colony gossip, one advantage
is that we can now reduce the information collected by nodes
by making the collected status more relevant. The computation
complexity of ant-colony based gossip is at most 4H 2 in the
worst case, where H is the maximum number of hops in the

gossip range.
Algorithm 4 The Distributed Heuristic for EDAL
Input: Topology graph G, the source node s, the neighbor
source node set S, the deadline set D, the remaining time
of packets RT , and the sink node t
Output: Constructed routes with si ∈ S with the minimum
insertion cost such that D is not violated
1: Run the ant-colony based gossip to collect neighborhood
status
2: Estimate the minimum path cost of s and all si ∈ S to
the sink t using the Dijkstra’s algorithm
3: Put all nodes in the source set S into the candidate list L
4: if ∀D ISTANCE(s, t) > D ISTANCE(si , t) then
5:
goto 14
6: end if
7: if Route construction packet rc is received then
8:
Extract partially constructed route pr from rc, and the
minimum remaining time of packets dm of pr
9:
if s is already assigned a route then
10:
Send a packet to inform the previous source node,
and terminate
11:
end if
12:
Remove n ∈ pr from S, and goto 14
13: end if
14: for all Node si ∈ L do
15:
Compute the incremental total delay dincr =
D ELAY(s, si ) + D ELAY(si , t)
16:
Compute the insertion cost as PATH C OST(s, si ) +
PATH C OST(si , t)
17:
If the insertion cost is the lowest, and the delay dincr ≤
dm , append si to pr
18:
Update the remaining time of each packet i as ri =
ri − D ELAY(s, si )
19:
Send a construction packet to si with payload pr and
dm = min ri
20: end for
21: if No candidate si is found then
22:
Choose t as the next node, and send construction packet
to t
23:
Send construction packets with empty route to each si ∈
S
24: end if
At the end of gossip phase, each source node s collects a
list of source nodes, S, and the cost of e edges Ws . Each node
in S can be inserted into the route in the route construction
phase. For Ws , it contains the costs of e edges traveled by all
ants sent or received by node s.
The route construction phase is based on the RPFIH introduced in previous section. For each source node, it triggers the
RPFIH if no other nearby source node with a longer distance
to the sink is detected in the ant colony gossip phase. As
all nodes start with a fixed amount of energy according to
the node type, the source node can accurately estimate the
status of nearby nodes. In that case, the minimal weight path
from a source node to a nearby source node can be calculated
with the currently held information. The tricky part is how to
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find the minimal weight path to the sink, so that the source
can examine if the newly formed route violates the delay
constraint. We solve this problem by letting each source node
first compute the minimal weight path to each of the nodes on
the border of its gossip range that make geographical progress
toward the sink, and estimate the weight of the path from that
node to the sink, so that it can choose the one with minimal
total path weight. Assume that there is a path p, which takes
n hops from node s to the sink, in the gossip phase, node s
knows the edge weight of the first k hops as c, then the cost
of the whole path is computed as:
P
X
Wiw
(9)
Cs =
cw + (n − k) ∗ w∈Wi
e
1<w<k

That is, by using the number of hops and the average
cost per link, the source can estimate the whole path cost
from itself to the sink. The overall distributed algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 4. Note that here, a source node i will be
triggered to select the next target node by either receiving a
route construction packet or being selected as the farthest node
to sink. The algorithm terminates after all source nodes are
included into their own route. In the route construction phase,
only the neighborhood status information is taken into consideration to find the minimum cost path between nearby source
nodes. Therefore, the computation complexity for Dijkstra’s
algorithm is reduced to O(H 2 log H 2 ). Overall, the total complexity of the distributed heuristic is O(H 2 ) + O(H 2 log H 2 ),
which is O(H 2 log H 2 ), where H is the size of gossip range
in the number of hops.
IV. S IMULATION BASED E VALUATION
In this section, we present the performance evaluation
results on a large network topology with a simulation platform. To evaluate EDAL, we implement both the centralized
heuristic (C-EDAL) and the distributed heuristic (D-EDAL)
described in Section III, and compare their performance in
terms of network lifetime, selected nodes, and packet delay,
with and without the integration of compressive sensing, to
two selected baselines. The network lifetime is defined as the
time for critical nodes to deplete their energy in the network.
The details are shown in the following parts of this section.
A. Experimental Settings
In order to understand the network performance of EDAL
under different delay requirements, we simulate our design in
NS-3 [12]. In the simulation, a uniform network topology with
256 sensor nodes is chosen as the simulation environment.
On average, each node has at least four adjacent neighbors to
communicate with. To accurately reflect true radio properties,
we adopt unreliable links in our simulations. The link quality
of all links is set to be 0.9 for our comparison purposes. While
we acknowledge that more complicated radio communication
patterns can be used, adopting this relatively simple radio
model is already sufficient to demonstrate the performance
differences between our approach and alternative baselines.
The sink node is placed outside the grid and between the

middle two columns. We assume that a data collection task has
been deployed, which is executed periodically with a period
length of 2 minutes. At the beginning of each period, a random
collection of nodes are selected as sources. Once they have
sensing data to report, either C-EDAL or D-EDAL is triggered
to generate new routes based on the current selection of source
nodes. In D-EDAL, we set the gossip range to be 3 hops.
We compare the performance of C-EDAL and D-EDAL
with the following two routing baselines:
• Minimum spanning tree (MST) routing: this is a widely
used, conventional routing algorithm of WSNs, where a
minimum spanning tree is constructed for collecting data
to the sink.
• Location-aware random routing (LRR) [31]: this algorithm works in a similar way to EDAL in the sense that
it also focuses on collecting data from a subset of sources.
It also integrates a level of randomness in its design,
which makes the comparison particularly interesting since
EDAL exploits AI based search to introduce similar
randomness.
As the goal of EDAL is to connect all source nodes with
minimum total cost under the constraint that it aims to achieve
a balance between packet delay requirements and lifetime
balancing, we compare EDAL with baselines on the following
metrics:
• Network lifetime: this metric is computed as the ratio of
network lifetime of different algorithms to the network
lifetime of MST, which is taken as the standard unit.
• Average selected node number: it is collected as the
number of nodes used to form routes under different delay
bounds.
• Average energy consumption: it is measured as the average energy consumption of the whole network in each
period.
• Node remaining energy: this metric is generated as the
percentage of remaining energy from the full battery on
each node.
• Packet delays: it is the time consumed for transmitting
the packet from the source to the destination.
The energy-efficiency performance is well evaluated with the
first three metrics, while the lifetime-balancing and delayaware performances are clearly indicated with the corresponding fourth and fifth metrics separately. We also integrate
compressive sensing with EDAL to achieve a better gain in
energy efficiency, by exploiting the topological requirements
of compressive sensing.
B. Algorithm Overhead
In this section, we first evaluate the average time consumed
to finish one round of algorithm computation to show the
scalability and practicability of our algorithm.
We first discuss the scalability of the centralized heuristic,
based on computational time overhead vs. network size, as
shown in Figure 2. This analysis provides a sense of feasibility
for implementing the centralized heuristic in a real sensor
network. Observe that, although centralized heuristic provides
better performance, it is infeasible to run the centralized
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heuristic for large topologies with more than 400 nodes, as
the computation takes longer than the communication period.
We also measured the average time used by each source
node for building the routes in a distributed way, based on
time overhead vs. gossip range, as shown in Figure 3. The
computation overhead of the distributed heuristic on each node
is tightly correlated with the gossip range, while the algorithm
completion time is tightly correlated with the network size.
In such case, we collected the time for finishing algorithm
computation on each node with different gossip ranges on
a uniform network of 256 nodes. Apparently, the larger the
gossip range is, the more network status needs to be collected.
However, this also leads to longer time to finish computation,
which, in fact, will be too long for gossip ranges larger than
5. In this section, we choose the gossip range as 3.
C. Experiment Results for Network with Homogeneous Nodes
1) EDAL without CS: To evaluate the energy efficiency
and lifetime balancing effects of EDAL, we first run a set of
experiments with EDAL under different delay requirements.
The delay bounds of packets are set to be 45 ms, 67.5 ms,
90 ms, 112.5 ms, 135 ms, 157.5 ms, 180 ms, and 202.5 ms
separately for each run of experiments. As the chosen baselines
do not take delay requirements into consideration, their results
do not have big variations on network lifetime and energy
consumption under different delay bounds.
As one goal of EDAL is to connect source nodes with
the minimal number of relay nodes, we collect the number
of nodes used to form routes under different delay bounds,
as shown in Figure 4. Observe that the average number of
nodes used by MST and LRR remains almost the same. For
MST, this is because the routing tree is fixed, and the source
nodes are randomly selected with a constant probability. For
LRR, this is because the routes are randomly constructed
based on predefined rules; therefore, the ending result does
not have considerable fluctuations. For C-EDAL and D-EDAL
algorithms, on the other hand, the number of participating
nodes decreases with the increased delay constraints. This
is because as the delay requirement is relaxed, more source
nodes can be added into the same route, a feature that is
made possible by the tabu search and ant-colony algorithms
adopted by EDAL. As a result of that, fewer and fewer nodes
are selected due to the triangle inequality (eg. there are two
source nodes A, and B. The routes for A or B send packet to
the sink node individually takes more nodes than the route for

A send packet to B then B send packets to the sink node, in
most cases), where relay nodes can serve more source nodes
simultaneously.
To evaluate the energy efficiency performance of our design,
we measure the average energy consumption of the whole
network in each period, as shown in Figure 5. We can observe
that C-EDAL and D-EDAL consume less energy on average
compared to the two baselines. This is because on average
they are using fewer nodes to transmit packets in each period.
As the average number of nodes used by MST stays
constant under different delay bounds, the network lifetime
of MST remains the same as well. As a result, we take
the network lifetime of MST as the standard unit, and for
each routing algorithm, we compute the ratio of its network
lifetime to the standard MST network lifetime. The larger this
ratio, the longer the lifetime is. As shown in Figure 6, the
network lifetimes under C-EDAL and D-EDAL are increasing
considerably with the delay bounds, while the network lifetime
of LRR remains almost constant. This is expected, because
as the delay requirements are relaxed, less number of nodes
is selected for routing as shown in Figure 4. In that case,
the total energy consumption also decreases accordingly. In
general, compared to MST, C-EDAL increases the overall
system lifetime by up to 59.4%, and D-EDAL increases the
overall lifetime by up to 54.8%. On the other hand, compared
to LRR, C-EDAL increases the lifetime by up to 15.4%, and
D-EDAL increases the lifetime by up to 12.1%. The lifetime
gains of EDAL over LRR are not very large because in LRR,
preliminary optimization has already been applied to filter out
those inefficient routes. On the other hand, EDAL takes the
delay bound into consideration, so that it is likely to choose
the shortest paths especially when the delay bound is tight.
That is why the network lifetime is comparably shorter with
tighter delay bounds.
To show that EDAL also meets delay constraints, we set
the delay bound of data collection tasks to be 90 ms, and
measure the overall packet delay for C-EDAL, D-EDAL and
the two baselines. As shown in Figure 7, the packet delay of
MST is the shortest, as the packets take the fewest number
of hops to the sink along the routing tree. However, as LRR
does not take delay as a constraint when generating random
routes, 6.4% of packets violate their delay requirements, and
sometimes, the actual delay could be considerably higher. On
the other hand, only 0.3% of packets violate delay constraints
in C-EDAL because of the unreliable links. D-EDAL performs
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steep compared to the curves of the two baselines, meaning
that it achieves a better load balancing result. Also, in this
figure, EDAL has less remaining energy because it executes
the routing tasks for more periods.
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a little worse than C-EDAL, having 0.5% of packets violating
the delay constraints because of its limited gossiping ranges.
2) EDAL with CS: Our implementation of EDAL also
integrates compressive sensing since this will provide us with
better energy efficiency and lifetime balancing. In compressive
sensing, sparse data is compressed into a small number of
packets. Therefore, we are not only interested in the new
energy efficiency of EDAL, but also the reconstruction rate
of data.
First, assume that the sparsity of data is known ahead, we
evaluate the network lifetime of EDAL and two baselines
while changing the packet delay constraints. To measure the
energy efficiency performance of EDAL with CS, we also
measure the average energy consumption of the whole network
in each period. Compare Figure 8 and Figure 5, we can observe
that EDAL with CS consumes less energy during each period
than pure EDAL with loose delay bounds. This is because
CS enables the network to transmit fewer packets. Figure 9
shows the network lifetime of C-EDAL with CS, D-EDAL
with CS, MST, and LRR with CS. The lifetime of MST is
still used as the standard unit. In general, the network lifetime
increases with more relaxed packet delay constraints. In fact,
compared to MST, the network lifetime is increased by up to
129.1% for C-EDAL with CS, and up to 56.5% for D-EDAL
with CS. This is because EDAL takes into account the number
of routes, which it aims to minimize during its optimization
process. On the other hand, when the network delay increases,
more source nodes can be added into the same path, which
results in a further decrease of the number of routes. As a
result, the overall relay nodes involved decrease in number, so
does the number of packets transmitted by the shared nodes.
In contrast, the lifetime for LRR with CS is decreased by
47.1% on average compared to MST. This is because each
source node tries to independently generate a random path
towards the sink in LRR, causing the nodes near the sink
to be shared by many routes. This phenomenon causes such
nodes to transmit more packets in total than LRR without CS,
which also explains why the lifetime of EDAL with CS is
shorter in tight delay bounds compared to EDAL without CS
implemented.
To measure the load balancing feature of EDAL, we fix the
delay bound to be 180 ms, and collect the CDF of remaining
energy on each node at the end of the simulation. As shown
in Figure 10, as enabled by the load balancing performance
of CS, we can observe that the curves of EDAL are less
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Finally, we consider the case where the sparsity of data
is unknown in advance. To achieve the most power-efficient
compression ratio, and to achieve low reconstruction errors,
we implement a centralized feedback system to adjust the
compression ratio for the next period based on the current
reconstruction error for all the packets collected in0 the ongoing
0
period. We define the compression ratio as M
M , where M
is the number of packets collected with compressive sensing,
and M is the number of packets that can be used to represent
the original data. It is straightforward to understand that the
lower the compression ratio is, the fewer the number of packets
needs to be transmitted. Therefore, more power can be saved,
as shown in Figure 11. To make the system work properly,
we compute and plot the relationship between reconstruction
error and compression ratio, data sparsity, and source node
number as shown in Figure 14, where the reconstruction error
is computed as the average of 100 runs of reconstruction
rounds. We predict the data sparsity in next period based
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on the current reconstruction error and the number of source
nodes, so that we can then choose the best compression ratio
based on the predicted results. We observe from Figure 14
that the compression ratio with acceptable reconstruction error
decreases with the decrease of data sparsity and increase of
source node number.
D. Experiment Results for Network with Heterogeneous Nodes
As described in section III, EDAL is designed for heterogeneous networks with heterogeneous nodes and different types
of packets. We assume that heterogeneous nodes consume
different amount of energy for packet transmissions, and
different types of packets have heterogeneous delay bounds.
To measure the performance of such networks, we present
simulation results on three types of sensor nodes and five types
of packets.
1) EDAL without CS: We first investigate EDAL performance without compressive sensing. We set the average delay
bounds of packets to be 67.5 ms, 90 ms, 112.5 ms, 135
ms, 157.5 ms, 180 ms, 202.5 ms, and 225 ms separately
for each run of experiments. In each experiment, the number
of different types of packets are evenly distributed, and the
corresponding delay bounds are set to be a − 20, a − 10, a,
a + 10, and a + 20 ms, where a is the average delay bound.
Similar to the earlier experiments, in this section, we first
compare the number of nodes used to form routes under
different delay bounds, as shown in Figure 12. As there is
no modification to MST and LRR, the average number of
nodes used by these two algorithms is still almost constant,
for the same reason explained in the previous section. For
C-EDAL and D-EDAL algorithms, as a result of triangle
inequality discussed previously, the number of participating
nodes is decreasing with the increased delay constraints.

However, compared with Figure 4, more nodes are used to
construct routes for the same average delay bound, as in such
heterogeneous networks, the algorithm needs to serve tighter
minimum delay requirements. In that case, each route will
consist of fewer source nodes.
Secondly, we compare the network lifetime. Similar to the
previous section, we take the network lifetime of MST as the
standard unit. For each routing algorithm, we compute the
ratio of its network lifetime to the standard MST network
lifetime as the average number of nodes used by MST stays
constant under different delay bounds. As shown in Figure 13,
similar to the trend of Figure 6, the network lifetimes under CEDAL and D-EDAL are increasing considerably with the delay
bounds for the same reason described in previous section.
More specifically, compared to MST, C-EDAL increases the
overall system lifetime by up to 60%, and D-EDAL increases
the overall lifetime by up to 52%. On the other hand, compared
to LRR, C-EDAL increases the lifetime by up to 13.79%, and
D-EDAL increases the lifetime by up to 8.1%. However, as the
minimum delay bound of the heterogeneous network is tighter
compared to the homogeneous network, for the same average
delay bound, the lifetime of the heterogeneous network is
shorter.
Thirdly, the average energy consumption for each period
of the whole network is measured to explicitly show the
energy efficiency performance of our design in heterogeneous
network. As shown in Figure 15, as fewer nodes are used to
transmit packets in each period, C-EDAL and D-EDAL consumes less energy on average compared to the two baselines.
However, compared to Figure 5, more energy is consumed for
serving a tighter minimum delay requirement.
Finally, we set the average delay bound of the heterogeneous
network to be 90 ms, and measure the overall packet delay
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for C-EDAL, D-EDAL and the two baselines. As shown in
Figure 16, almost all packets of EDAL meet their deadline
requirements.
2) EDAL with CS: In this section, we will compare EDAL
with the two baselines, under the condition that the data sparsity is known ahead and the compressive sensing is integrated.
We first evaluate the network lifetime, while the average
packet delay constraints are set to different values. The network lifetime of C-EDAL with CS, D-EDAL with CS, MST,
and LRR with CS are shown in Figure 18. The lifetime of
MST is used as the standard unit. Similar to the results shown
in Figure 13, the network lifetime increases with more relaxed
packet delay constraints. As compressive sensing enables
fewer number of packets to be transmitted, the lifetime of
EDAL with CS is generally longer than the lifetime of EDAL
without CS. On the other hand, compared to MST, as EDAL
considers generating the minimal number of routes as one of
its primary optimization goals, the network lifetime increases
by up to 124% for C-EDAL with CS, and up to 51% for
D-EDAL with CS. Finally, also observe that the lifetime for
LRR with CS is decreased by 50.5% on average compared to
MST, and the lifetime of LRR with CS is shorter compared to
LRR without CS, which is consistent with our results in the
previous section.
Secondly, the average energy consumption of the whole
network in each period is measured to show the energy
efficiency performance of EDAL. Compare Figure 17 and
Figure 15, we can observe that EDAL with CS consumes less
energy for each period than EDAL only, as CS enables the
network to transmit fewer number of packets.
Finally, we measure the load balancing feature of EDAL, by
fixing the delay bound to be 180 ms, and collecting the CDF
of remaining energy on each node at the end of the simulation.
As shown in Figure 19, the curves of EDAL are smoother than
the curves of the two baselines, as EDAL performs better on
load balancing than baselines. The less remaining energy in
EDAL is because it runs for more periods.
E. EDAL Application for Sparse Event Detection
As EDAL tries to select the minimal number of extra nodes,
we can use it in sparse event detection to provide improved
system lifetime. In such scenarios, we suppose that K of S
total events are randomly generated to be measured in each
time period, where K  S. To detect such events, we deploy
a sensor network of N nodes so that each node can detect the

event with a probability as P r. Assume there are M sensors
that are located in the vicinity of the events, where K < M 
S, and the remaining sensor nodes are put into sleep state.
The received signals of sensors are the mix of signals from
simultaneously happening events and the thermal noise. The
event signals can be reconstructed from sensor readings of no
fewer than required number of sensor nodes.
When EDAL collects data on those M events, it selects the
minimum number of extra nodes. In that case, if the relay
nodes are employed to sense the events besides the source
nodes, under the same P r, fewer nodes are selected compared
to other routing algorithms. Assume the total number of
selected nodes is n, if n is larger than m, where m is the lower
bound of nodes to provide acceptably accurate estimation of
X, P r can be decreased to save power by selecting fewer
than n nodes. To achieve this, we build up a feedback system
in C-EDAL to choose the most power efficient P r based on
the signal reconstruction error. If the signal sparsity is known
ahead, C-EDAL adjusts P r simply based on the total nodes
used to form the data collection routes. However, in most
scenarios, the data sparsity is unknown. Luckily, as shown
in Table II, which is a subset of average mapping between
P r and different data sparsity of 100 runs in our simulation
network, there is an obvious trend that the reconstruction error
increases with the increase of data sparsity under the same P r,
and decreases with the increase of P r under the same data
sparsity. In that case, we can estimate the data sparsity based
on the given P r and reconstruction error, and then choose
the minimum P r that can provide acceptable reconstruction
accuracy for the next period.
Pr
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
35%

5
0.057
2.9E-3
1.7E-3
2.9E-4
2.4E-6
5.2E-7

10
0.215
9.8E-3
6.6E-3
5.4E-3
2.1E-3
3.9E-5

15
0.374
0.149
0.042
0.013
2.9E-3
5.5E-4

20
0.461
0.219
0.063
0.023
3.1E-3
2.4E-3

25
0.571
0.317
0.165
0.061
0.026
7.1E-3

30
0.614
0.399
0.218
0.113
0.038
0.012

TABLE II
R ECONSTRUCTION ERROR WITH DIFFERENT NODE SELECTION
PROBABILITIES AND EVENT SPARSITY FOR N = 256, S = 256 .

V. H ARDWARE E VALUATION
In this section, we show experimental results for running
both the centralized heuristic (C-EDAL) and the distributed
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heuristic (D-EDAL) described in Section III, on a small scale
hardware testbed. We compare their performance in terms of
network lifetime, energy consumption, and packet delay, with
and without the integration of compressive sensing, to two
selected baselines. The details are shown in the following
parts.
A. Experimental Settings

deploy the 25 motes in a uniform network topology on a
wood board with size 2.3m×2.3m, and use the extra mote
as the sink node, as shown in Figure 24. To deal with the
short mote distances, we set IRIS mote to use the smallest
communication power to reduce communication range and
interference between motes. The sink node is connected to the
DELL workstation, which performs two tasks: first, it collects
the traffic information from the sink mote; second, it runs CDEAL periodically and send result routes to sink mote. The
workstation and the sink mote communicate through serial
port.
In this hardware testbed, the communication links are not
reliable. We collect the number of packets transmitted ntr , and
the number of packets received nr during experiments between
each pair of adjacent nodes, and compute link quality as nntrr .
The routing tree of MST algorithm is constructed with link
cost computed as nntrr .
B. Hardware Experiment Results

Fig. 24.

Hardware testbed topology.

The hardware testbed consists of 26 IRIS [34] motes, and
a DELL Precision workstation as the central controller. Each
IRIS mote is equipped with Atmel ATmega1281 microcontroller, Atmel AT86RF23 radio, and 512K flash space. We

To evaluate the energy efficiency and lifetime balancing
effects of EDAL, we first run a set of experiments with EDAL
running alone under fixed delay requirements as 250 ms. In
these experiments, similar to what we did in simulations, we
take the network lifetime of MST as the standard unit. For
each routing algorithm, we compute the ratio of its network
lifetime to the standard MST network lifetime. As shown in
Figure 20, compared to MST, C-EDAL increases the overall
system lifetime by 42.8%, and D-EDAL increases the overall
lifetime by up to 34.8%. On the other hand, if we enable
CS, these values are increased to 81.9% and 44.9%. Finally,
we observe that LRR increases the lifetime by up to 32.9%.
However, if CS is enabled, LRR decreases the lifetime by
3.1%.
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Next, to evaluate the energy efficiency of our design, we
measure the average energy consumption of the whole network
in each period, as shown in Figure 21. Consistent with
the simulation results, C-EDAL and D-EDAL consume less
energy on average compared to two baselines. This is because
on average, they are using fewer nodes to transmit packets
in each period. As shown in Figure 22, enabled by the load
balancing performance of CS, we can observe that the curves
of EDAL are smoother than the curves of the two baselines.
This shows that EDAL performs better on load balancing than
baselines. Finally, to demonstrate that EDAL also meets delay
constraints, we measure the overall packet delay for C-EDAL,
D-EDAL and the two baselines. As shown in Figure 23, we
can observe that only less than 0.3% of packets violate their
delay bound.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose EDAL, an Energy-efficient DelayAware Lifetime-balancing protocol for data collection in wireless sensor networks, which is inspired by recent techniques
developed for open vehicle routing problems with time deadlines (OVRP-TD) in operational research. The goal of EDAL
is to generate routes that connect all source nodes with
minimal total path cost, under the constraints of packet delay
requirements and load balancing needs. The lifetime of the
deployed sensor network is also balanced by assigning weights
to links based on the remaining power level of individual
nodes. We prove that the problem formulated by EDAL is NPhard, therefore, we develop a centralized heuristic to reduce its
computational complexity. Furthermore, a distributed heuristic
is also developed to further decrease computation overhead for
large scale network operations. Based on both simulation and
hardware testbed evaluation results, we observe that compared
to baseline protocols, EDAL achieves a significant increase on
network lifetime without violating the packet delay constraints.
Finally, we demonstrate that by integrating compressive sensing with EDAL, additional lifetime gains can be achieved.
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